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Feelings, feelings, feelings! Does your entire life seems to be run by the way you feel? Somet

In order to develop this skill you must first realize what an emotion is. Emotions are not mon

When you experience a feeling, it is only an emotion, that has been triggered by your thoughts

We give our emotions and feelings many different names like joy, pleasure, happiness, fear, pa

I´m sure you know the effects of feeling good and bad. You know that when you undertake a task

What if you could feel good in situations where before you felt bad? What do you think that wo

Your emotional responses reside in your subconscious mind. It controls them and it is responsi
So how do YOU combat this?

Well since your emotional responses reside in your subconscious mind, it stands to reason that
So how do YOU do this?

Well thankfully there is a way and its much easier than you think. It is, of course, called HY
"Ok that all sounds great" you may say, "but what do I do then Sherlock?"

Well a skilful hypnotist, whether in person or on a recording, can very quickly `anchor´ new f

This involves the use of some very advanced forms of NLP (which can also be used very effectiv
This is also how phobias are dealt with and explaining this process should give you some idea

First the hypnotist will relax your mind and body and then get you to think of a happy scene f

Likewise the emotional response to any situation, circumstance, person or event can be reverse

So, there is really no excuse to suffer at the hands of your negative emotions any more. You c
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